




The VAX Family: 
The Broadest Array of Compatible 
Systems Available Today. 

Compatibility. Why would y ou, as a buyer, be concerned about compatibility? 
Because the world of computers has chatiged-abng with changes in the way 
organizations use computers Processon; im no longer restricted to the computer 
room. Applications arc no longer restricted ro one department. To work effec¬ 
tively, people in all parts of your organization need to access the same data and 
run the same software—without costly rewrites. The computers used in every 
part of an organization, though varying in size and function, must be compatible 
so that users can access, information easily - with one set of rules for operation. 
Digital foresaw these changes while developing the vax family. 

Other vendors claim to utilize the same operating system for several processors. 
The Digital di Me'rente is that with our standard operating system, VMS, data can 
be exchanged among vax systems, and programs can be run on any vax with 
no modification. The similar implementation of central processing units assures 
you that all of your vax systems will work together. So, not only can your users 
go more easily from one VAX to another; but your applications can be trans¬ 
ported just as easily from one department to another or from otic site to another 
without change. That’s compatibility pks. 

Today, nine VAX systems span the widest range of performance and price in the 

industry, from the smallest processor, MicrovAX I, to the new VAX StiOO, and the 

VAxdusier system that combines several vax computers, Digital offers complete 
systems to meet your requirements. 

VAXclustcrs offer data integrity, data sharing, and incremental growth. And, with 
our advanced networking, you can share data and programs among all systems. 
Among all system users. The vax virtual memory computer family that revolu¬ 
tionized the industry has grown. 

More than 30,000 of Digitals 32-bit virtual memory computers are working in 
diverse commercial and technical applications worldwide. They’nr providing 
the programming and performance advantages you'd expect of very large com¬ 
puters-without the associated overhead and expense. Every system is a solid 
investment that can expand or connect to ocher V AX systems to meet future 
needs. That's why VAX is the best-selling 32-bit computer family in the world. 

- Desk* Department, and Data Center-VAX Meets Your 
Computing Needs. 
Your computer investment should be able to satisfy all of your information 
and computing needs. Not just hits and pieces of them. Today vax offers com¬ 
pletely compatible systems to handle the desk-level needs of each employee* the 
dcparttnent-lcvd data-manipulation needs of your office, and the data center 
needs of your entire organization. Place computing power right near die people 
who use it. Each system can be the size to meet the job at hand, while transparent 
networking lets local users share the resources in the next office or a continent 
away, keeping ad data current. 
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Wc'vc developed all the pieces to put your computing environment 10 work 

for you. No matter what die skill level of the users, one e*sy-Jto-use operating 

system will make them more productive. From low-cosi: desk-level systems to 

large department and data center systems, all vax systems share a common 

operating environment, v.ms the foundation for layers of cooperating software. 

Our industry leading networking links the broadest range of systems in the busi¬ 

ness. VAxdustcrs, VAX information management, and Digital storage systems 

organize, manage, display, and protect information. 

With VAX, one completely compatible family handles a range of tasks from office 

automation to data processings data exchange., and data storage. You can develop 

applications on your department-level VAX and send them over the network to 

run on a desk-level VAX. Or vice versa. With all-in-1 office automation software 

you'll find it easy to use electronic mail and filing, online calculator and calendar 

functions, and text processing tools. You'll manage all tasks from your ViiOO- 

orVT20U-seri.es video terminal, from your graphics workstation, or from one of 

Digital's personal computers. And, most importantly, all of these tasks can be 

ran with VMS. 

Think of the opportunities, If you are planning complex new applications, if 

your programs have outgrown your current system capacity, it a right budget 

has convinced you to explore computing alternatives, or if you'll be distributing 

your computer operation - the engineering and software excellence that has 

made vax systems number one makes them the best choice for you. 

p What Makes VAX Number One? 
The ultimate computer family archiLecture supports all ofyour needs-includ¬ 

ing office automation, scientific and engineering applications, and distributed 

processing-with compatible processors that make portable applications 3 Stan¬ 

dard. The unique design features oft he vax architecture form the base to plan 

and develop a growing VAX family. 

VMS is the one operating environment that adapts VAX systems for realtime, 

timesharings batch, and interactive daca processing. You won't have to repro¬ 

gram, recompile, relink, or relearn when you move to another VAX system. One 

standard Digital Command Language (dcl) makes users feel at home on any 

vax system. Also featured on most of our PDlML systems, dcl has scores of 

commands that make using the system easy and natural. Its as simple as typing 

words like edit or debug to run system utilities-or heip when you need it. 

Employees at SMS, Shared Medical 

Systems Corporations in Pennsylvania, 

are taking adnartfage of f HA' compatihti¬ 

tty. At the department lewi, application 

and dcvdopmmt rash am he completed on 

the ( H X- / tfldO or transferred to central- 

level I fA X-W7S0 systems that support 

many large applications, 

The 32-bit instruction set, common to all VAX systems and containing more than 

300 powerful instructions( gives you programming performance and efficiency. 

Our 32-bit virtual memory addressing simplifies application design. The 32-bit 

word length and virtual memory management provide more than four billion 

bytes of address space. 1 la If of this is for user programs. Half is used for the sys¬ 

tem. In effect, every vax user has over two billion bytes of address space availa¬ 

ble for application design, development, and execution. You don't need to waste 

time trying to mold programs to available physical memory. The success of 

these unique design features ha& made vax number one. 
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The VAX Architecture: 

Blueprint for an Entire Family. 

The Accelerator Ring at the Fermi 

Notional Accelerator Laboratory (Fermi- 

lob) in Illinois examines and records 

the characteristics of subatomic particles 

that live far only one tm-hillionth of 

me ttitiimtk of a second. 

Our planning and development has resulted in the vax Architecture—system 

compatibility unique in the industry. We define architecture as a collection of 

attributes common to all family members, attributes that guarantee that all soft¬ 

ware runs without change on every vax. Each processor in the family uses 

slightly different implementations of the architecture, yet all function as vax 

family members. This means that users can move their work from one VAX to 

any other* with ease. 

Beyond looking at performance and price in choosing a processor, you have to 

know that what you buy today will still be useful to you in the future, that your 

investment in both hardware and software will be protected. The vax Architec¬ 

ture uniquely integrates hardware and software disciplines. This ensures that vax 

users won't have to change the way they work to keep up with the changes in 
their work. 

■ The VAX/VMS Architecture; A Unique Blend of Hardware 

and Software. 

To develop a powerful operating system that would provide a common envi¬ 

ronment for each and every vax* hardware and software engineers had to work 

together every step of the way. Because we’ve engineered the vax family to a 

plan, we now have the most respected hardware/software architecture in the 
industry - v ax/v.MS. 

Every vax system equips you with a standard software package consisting of the 

vms operating system and a full set of application development took. MkxovMS 

is a modular version ofvMs for use on Micro vax L vmh provides file and record 

management, support for VAxdusters, System and file security, and system 

services. Data security measures protect your confidential information. Every 

vax system can support additional language processors, networking systems* 

communications packages, information management software, and the ever- 

expanding selection of application software. The software you develop today 

wilt always run on any vax processor-so, your software base can grow right 

along with your processing needs. 

ft you want to purchase soft wan: instead of developing your Own, you needn't 

worry. The repertoire of VAX software is continually growing. The VAX Software 

Source fkMifr lists many of the thousands of applications developed and supported 

by Digital and independent vendors for use on vax systems. Compatibility 

among all current and future VAX systems ensures that you 11 never lose your 

investment in software costs. 



VAK-U/725 users can access the data in 

other VAX systems using the smaller jys- 

ten j interactively white tirm-COnsuming 

hatch John tire relinquished to larger VAX 

systems. 

vms operating system software is integral to the operation of a v a xdusierr sys¬ 

tem, providing enhanced system availability' and multisystem file and record 

sharing. In the vax flu hut environment, VMS includes support for the VAX-11/750. 

the vax-] 1/780 series of processors - VAX-11/7B0, vAx-1 1/782, and vax-1 1 /785-and 

die vax SGQfh Users can access data stored anywhere in the duster. If you add 

duplicate processors, this hardware redundancy ensures the safety of important 

data should one processor or disk fail. When you need more power you can add 

processors and intelligent storage subsystems* preserving your investment. 

Developing vax applications is surprisingly simple. Chances are your program¬ 

mers already know one or more VAX programming languages. To help create 

source code and documentation, the vax system editor helps you work easily 

with video or hardcopy terminals. You can develop cooperating processes that 

execute on a single vax system, dim move one or more to other vax systems 

in a growing network. Our network software will ensure that the programs 

still cooperate. 

Development utilities, including a symbolic debugger, a linker, and a librarian, 

are part of every vms software package. All vax programs can use the single 

systemwide call procedure to call system routines and programs written in any 

other programming language that supports the vax Calling Standard, I laving -ill 

these tools at the start means fast, productive, and easy application development 

p VAX Information Architecture: Information Management Tools to 

Keep You Organized and Productive. 

To help you keep on top of the vast amount of information that flows through 

your system daily, the yak Lunik l i|uips won with ;in integrated system of infor¬ 

mation management capabilities that lets you do far more than merely organize 

your data. Organizing data is only the beginning. You then have to be able to 

make use of the data to write reports for sales strategies to compile information 

for stockholders, or to check on the credit rating of a buyer. 

Whether you need to manage simple files or sophisticated databases, the vax 

Information Architecture provides the light combination of tools to do it- Use 

kms. Record Management Services, a straightforward method for creating, 

updating, and modifying files that is built into the vms operating system. Or, 

turn to Digital's database management system, DBMS, to accommodate more 

complex data relationships. 

As more new users need access tu information, they'll need easier and faster 

ways of working. Our relational database products, sdb/vMSand udb/tL.N, allow 

access to data that is arranged in easy-to-under stand tables. With these products, 

less experienced users can access information in the database and build applica¬ 

tions without the assistan ce of a database manager. 
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Sized in the needs ofoffice environments, 

the l rA X-!t/730 is. perfect Jin ricriast r pro¬ 

fessional, and managerial tasks^ and as a 

dedicated program development system. 

The versatile VAX-iff?30 also murages 

engineering? scientific, ami laboratory 

t'tmroiwimt* with ease. 

The VAX Common Data Dictionary stores data about data-data Used through¬ 

out the vax Information Architecture, It eliminates the problems of having 

multiple copies of data ami provides several levels of security, for data reporting 

or inquiry, use vax patatpieve interactively or have your programs call data- 

nuEVBio access information, h doesn’t matter if the data is stored in uws, poms, 

Rdb/vM5n or ndb/lLN files or even in another vax system in your network. 

Users can produce and display graphic representations of data by using DEC- 

grapb, which accepts input from the keyboard, from data i tnrvL, or from ascii 

files, DECsIidc, the oilier part of your presentation preparation package, generates 

text slides and diagrams with an easy-to-use menu system. 

For more data formatting, forms management is supported by vax fms Forms 

Management System and vax rDMS Terminal Data Management System. The 

ACMS Application Control and Management System Product Set reduces the cost 

ot designing, developing* maintaining, and controlling transaction processing 

and other complex VMS applications. 

VAX information management products help your desk-level users do more 

for themselves so programmers have more time to plan and develop new 

applications- Choose only the information management tools you need and add 

additional capabilities as your requirements change. Only vax systems offer 

this flexibility. 

■ Digital Network Architecture: Uniting the Computing Power of 

Your Entire Organization. 

Digital builds a diverse range of processors so that you can install only the com¬ 

puting power you need, right where it’s needed* even under your desk. But, your 

processing needn't stop at the computer near you. Our hardware and software 

can take your work to systems down the ha!l or around the world, bn A, the 

Digital Network Architecture, defines an integrated set of net working capabil¬ 

ities that will work as well for you lii the future as they do today. 

The link through which VAX, PDP-11, and DEtSVSTt.w. processors communicate 

with one another is Digital s own networking system, dec:net. Digital’s Ethernet 

Local A tea Network technology inexpensively connects systems to systems 

and terminals to systems in a local geographic area via a high-speed coaxial 

cable. Every device supporting unmet and attached to the Ethernet cable has 

access to ail of the network resources. Our Terminal Server product connects 

terminals to muEtiplc hosts, using the Ethernet to increase productivity and 

computer availability. 
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Digital** Internet protocol emulators-like the wm* 278ii/3780, m\i 3271, and 

Control Data Corporation s -MUX200-let vax users exchange information with 

other vendors" computer systems. You can work on a program-1O-prograin 

basis or send and receive batch jobs and files between vax systems and most 

mainframe systems. Our DHjnct/SNA Gateway lets you communicate and share 

information between a Digital network and an usm sna network. Dig leafs 

Packetnet System Interfaces let yon communicate over public packet-switched 

networks (fpsns) using the X.25 and X.29 protocols. 

Our net work architecture accommodates several different ways oi commu¬ 

nicating from system to system and establishes a framework for us to add new 

compatible networking tools. We want to make sure you'll be able to take full 

advantage of new communication technologies as they become available. 

■ Digital Storage Architecture: Your Data Is Protected* Shared, 

and Accessible, 

Mass storage peripherals supported by VAX systems include disks, magnetic 

tapes, and an intelligent mass storage server. I he disks and magnetic tapes trans¬ 

fer large blocks of data to and from memory without processor intervention, 

relieving the CPU of these tasks. 

Our intelligent mass storage server, thenscSO, enables as many as 15 vax proc¬ 

essors to access the same information at very high levels of performance. It 

connects lo the Computer Interconnect (a) in a vAXcluster. enabling all nodes to 

communicate. The functions and extensive data integrity and availability features 

of the arxciisQ mark it as the forerunner of future storage systems. 

In the vAxduster environment, o products let your systems grow with your 
applications. Increase your computer power when you need it by adding another 

VAX processor or additional mass storage products. o products can also be con¬ 

figured redundantly to avoid single points of system failure, vms software and 

Cl products allo w users to share computer resources among duster nodes, to 

increase system performance, and to ensure the availability and integrity of data. 

Digital Storage Architecture is a carefully designed framework for current and 

future storage growth. With Digitals storage solutions to complement your VAX 

systems, you gain the advantages of easy, incremental system growth, superior 

i/o performance, data integrity, and file transport compatibility. 

Ehmng tht last ten yean the computer 

jatilitk's at Fmniteb have supported over 

2r4*X) scientists conducting experiments itr 

part icle physics, probing deeper into the 

structure of matter. 







With the VAX Family You Make 
the Configuration Choices. 

The VAX. family has such .1 broad array of fully compatible computer systems 

and software that you can choose the configuration and cite cost to meet your 

present needs, without overlooking your future needs. We've worked hard to 

make Sure that what you buy today will still be useful to you when your organi¬ 

zation expands, 

AJi users, from clerical workers to engineering professionals to managerial staff, 

caii have the computet and software support they need, whatever their level of 

expertise. So, select a system now and you can move upward or downward in 

size, power, storage, and capabilities-as your needs change. 

In addition to choosing the hardware configuration that’s best for you. you can 

choose the software environment, as well Of course, there's VMS. But also avail¬ 

able on vax processors is die uithdc-32 system, the Digital-enhanced Berkeley 

4.2 PSP version of unix* software, umtix-32 may be the right choice for non- 

realtime, multiuser timesharing systems in which an industry-standard operating 

environment is required. Digital also offers* as part of vms, the ynx product 

sec. With UNix-likc capabilities, vnx lets users access the many features of vms, 

including networking and clustering. And our vaxeln tool kit can be used 

for dedicated time-critical applications such as laboratory data collection and 

factory automation. 

For convenience to you, we've packaged our smaller systems. You can order 

MicrovAx I, VAX-11/725, and VAX-11/730 systems in a variety of packages— 

Digital does all the work of configuration, you simply order by number. In addi¬ 

tion, several of our most popular system configurations are offered as Standard 

Systems prebuilt and preconfigured for simplified ordering and the most im¬ 

mediate delivery schedule, 

With System Building Block (sbb) menus and options, you design a system to 

include the components that suit your needs. Buy the basic processor and add the 

peripherals, console terminal, and communications and input/Output controllers 

that best fit your application. SBBS are available for the vAx-U/730, VAX-11/730, 

vax-11/780 series, vax 8600, and VAXclnstcr systems. The components you 

choose are assembled, tested, and shipped, with guaranteed Digital support. The 

SBB approach allows space for future expansion, making it simple tor you to 

enlarge your system. We’ve made it easy for you to build a system tailored 

to your needs-and even easier to expand it when your business grows. 

Dtitti in a VAXduster can ho aieesscd over 

the network by individual users as they 
work nf ri/J1 levels of an oy^amzaticfir 



Grow Systems with VAXclusters. 

Unique in the industry, a VAxduster is a multiprocessing system of several vax 
computers. This configuration of up to 16 vax-11/750* vax-1 1/780 series, and vax 

K600 processors, in certain combinations, .:iiid intelligent storage subsystems 

functions as a single, Urge, highly powerful system. Users can access any data in 

the vAxcluster whether if is scored on local disks or on the hsc50 intelligent mass 

storage subsystem. And multiple paths for data to travel protect against downtime. 

The advantages to you include redundancy (for data availability, should a fault 

occur), global data sharing (for easy data updates and access), and high perfor¬ 

mance. With several processors sharing the load, you gain speed, protect your 

data, and optimize disk storage. Supported by our versatile VJvis operating 

system, cost-effective VAXclustcrs offer resource sharing and an efficiency that 

is unmatched in the industry. 

Ideal applications for VAxduster systems include research, transaction process¬ 

ing, CAo/'CAnA, process control, and communications. With both the flexibility of 

VAXclustcr configurations and the expansion capabilities, you can configure a 

duster 10 meet your needs within your budget. 

The entire system unit of the MjVrel rA X I 

jits easily under a desk, providing 32-hit 

computing power for up to Jour users with¬ 

out rearranging the environment. 

Choose from VAX cluster System Building Blocks to build systems to your exact 

specifications, VAxduster systems permit expansion of the configuration, as 

needed, without interrupting the existing systems or programs. This expansion 

can range from adding users to adding an entire processor. Adding processing 

power and storage with a VAxduster will expand the architectural limits of your 

present system, preserving your investment. Or, if you are planning to buy 

your first vax, you can start with one vax-11/750, vax-11/780 senes, or vax 8600 

processor and add VAxduster capabilities as your Organization grows. You'll be 

building a vax cluster system that offers more protection for your data than has 

ever been available before. 

Your computing needs will change as you develop new applications and as 

departments grow at different rates. Add a system to a fast-growing department 

acid link tins system to your cluster. Users will have access to the most recent 

information and to everything the vAxclusfcr has to offer. Give people the power 

they need while retaining their departmental computer-the best of both worlds. 
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VAX Performance: 

Our Engineering 

Makes The Difference, 

If"the vax architecture makes all vax systems alike, what makes them different? 

The answer is performance. And price. 

The vax architecture defines family compatibility, not design implementation, 

so our engineers can take advantage of different technologies to offer compatible 

systems in a range of price and performance levels. Today webave nine systems, 

including vax chaster systems, to choose from, so people doing all kinds of work 

can take advantage of VAX benefits wi thout buying more than they need. 

” MicroVAX i: The Extension of the VAX Family to 

Desk-Level M ictocomputitig. 

JVlicrovAX I is the first 32-bit microcomputer with vax architecture, vax 

performance, and vax compatibility, Now there are vax computers to meet 

each of your desk, department, acid data center computing needs. In a local area 

network, .MicrovAx [ can access data across the entire vax family, including 

vax clusters-you can even communicate with systems from other computer 

manufacturers. When you buy a MicrovAx I, you're assured that all of your ap¬ 

plications can be transported gracefully to larger VAX systems for future growth, 

The entire system unit, including 28-Mbyte disk and fJOO^Kbyte diskette drive, 
fits easily tinder a desk - w ith space to add options later on. There’s a world of 
existing low-cost peripheral devices and options 10 choose from. You can have 

32—bit computing power for up to four users without rearranging your environ¬ 

ment. And you can expand the one Mbyte of memory to 2.5 Mbytes as your 
needs change. 

For all its compactness, -MicrovAx [still gives you the power aud virtual address 

space you need for applications like data handling in educational settings and 

industrial process control. MSerov ax L handles the complexities of factory auto¬ 

mation, especially where control is distributed via a local area network. In the 

sciences, MicrovAx E systems perform large-scale data collection and reduction, 

where large amounts of data are collected rapidly and time-critical response is 

mandatory. At the desk level. Micro vax I manages your office with a variety of 

software packages. 

As the smallest member of the vax product line, MicrovAx I gives you the same 

software advantages that made vax famous-at a mierocom purer size and price. 

We’ve packaged the so ft ware in functional modules, so you buy only the capabil¬ 

ities you need. Many programming languages and software packages for use in 

office automation and database management are available for MicrovAx I. In fact, 

any nonprivilcgcd native-mode code (code that is not written in instruc¬ 

tions) written for any vms system will execute unmodified on the MicrovAx ! 

MicrovAx 1 can be your entry into the vax family of computer systems, or 

perhaps you'll choose several as additions to your existing investment in larger 

VAX systems. Either way, yon are assured of the established standards for VAX: 

quality, reliability, and compatibility. 
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* VAX-11/725: The VAX Family^ Entry-Level Minicomputer. 

The vax-11/725 packages the power and reliability of the proven vax-31/730 

processor in a smaller vax/vms system. This compact, quiet, and transportable 

system was designed specifically tor the opcn-ofFice enviromnctit by combining 

innovative packaging techniques with the new ec25 Winchester disk subsystem. 

The v ax - M/725, 40 percent the size of the VAX-11 .'730, is appealing both as a low- 

pried, multiuser system, supporting up to right Users, and as the VAX processor 

for a single-user workstation, 

Perhaps you think of vax as a system to be shared with other users. Now. you'll 

recognize it as more. Low price acid advanced packaging justify the versatile 

vAx-13/725 for singlu user*, as well. Scientists and engineers can have computa¬ 

tional power next to dienv under their desks. This powerful vax that acts as 

the departmental processor for general business and office automation can also 

be used for software development; cad/cam, and scientific analysis. And. at the 

dcparrmenc level. Digitals office software equips the vax-II/725 system for 

report writing, for electronic mail, and For maintaining personal calendars. 

Our advanced networking can connect several vax- 11/725 systems to put all of 

your users it] touch. When your needs change, add one of our high-end systems 

to the network, without rewriting software., vax- 11/725 users can access the data 

in other VAX systems via Ethernet or DEoiet, using the smaller system interac¬ 

tively while time-consuming hatch jobs are relinquished to larger vax systems. 

VAX compatibility makes it all possible. 

The rc2!> disk provides the reliability and performance of Winchester technology 

with the flexibility of removable media. Of the 52 Mbytes of storage, the first 26 

are on a fixed platter, while the remaining half arc stored on an 8-inch removable 

cartridge. Dus mean5 disks can be copied with a one-to-one backup ratio. Fast 

backup saves time mid media costs and enables users to tin complete backups 

with only one transportable device, The Kt:257s intelligent controller adds to die 

impressive performance of the vax-II/725 processor by offloading several disk- 

handling functions. 

The small cool-running member of the VAX family, Vax-II/725 is available in 

three configurations with up to three Mbytes of memory. Options include a 

floating-point accelerator, mi additional 52-Mbyte kc25 (104-Mbyte total fur the 

system), and Severn! methods for communication between systems. 
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■ VAX-11/730: The Highly Expandable, Affordably Priced VAX* 

The vax-1 1/730 is the highly expandable member of the VAX family—smaller and 

lower priced than the larger vax systems. It takes VAX capabilities into almost 

any environment, providing up to 24 users with the large-program capacity and 

high-performance features found in larger systems. You have more disk storage 

options and communication options than with our smaller Systems. And you can 

add the optional floating-point accelerator to increase performance in engineer¬ 

ing, scientific, laboratory, and other numeric-intensive environments. 

Two-thirds the size arid about half the price of our next larger processor,, the 

VAX-11/730 is fully compatible with other vax family members. It can be your 

entry into 32-bit computing or part ot jl network chat extends, vax capabilities 

down to the project- or sectbn-levd of a department The versatile vax-1 1/730 is 

an ideal distributed processing network node or department-level host, front-end 

machine, or remote concentrator. Sized to the needs of office environments, it's 

also perfect for clerical, professional, and managerial tasks, and as a dedicated 

program development system. 

Choose a low-cost, rack-mountable industry-standard chassis or a prepackaged 

vax-11/730 system, or specify a vax-1 1/730 system from sms menu selections. 

These three options offer varying degrees of expansion capability at different 

price levels. Both the rack-rnoimtabk' system and the packaged system, include 

one Mbyte of main memory and six additional expansion slots. The ski* cabinet 

and menu systems include two Mbytes of main memory and 12 additional 

expansion slots. There's plenty of space for you to add the options of your 

choice, including a wide range of Digital-supported and customer-developed 

peripheral s and communications devices. 

The c:fli, which Sts on just three modules, has room for you to add several 

more Mbytes of memory. Your vax-1 1/730 system Can support over five million 

bytes of memory {three million in the snn configurations) in a 10.5-inch-high 

{27-centimeter) chassis. The small size, low price, ,md large memory make the 

VAX-] 1/730 very attractive. 
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* VAX-11/730: Midrange Performance at an Economical Price, 

The vax-1 1/750 is Digital s midrange vax processor. Ninety percent of the v ax- 
11/750 hardware lugieis implemented in custom low-power gate-array circuits. 

A single gate-array chip performs the functions oF25 standard integrated circuits. 

Fewer components account for the compactness, reliability* and low-cost of 

vax-1 1/750 hardware. 

The total software compatibility of the vax-1 1/750, its impressive performance, 

and its competitive price make it ideal forsmdl firms and for individual depart¬ 

ments within large organizations anywhere that large-system capability is 

needed by users with restricted budgets or workspace. The vax-1 1/750 supports 

up to 64 users in a wide range of environments, including banking, education, 

and engineering. And the vax-1 1/750 is the most economical way to start a 

VAX cluster With the advanced Digital Network Architecture behind it* your 

vax-1 1 /750 can also be linked to smaller vax-1 1/723 or Micro VAX 1 systems to 

connect professionals in their offices with the capabilities of the larger system, 

Like the larger v ax systems, the vax-1 1/750 can take ad vantage of Digital's 

advanced storage system design. Our intelligent disk controllers offload disk 

management functions from the host system, saving the CPU for other tasks. 

The vax-1 1/750\q console subsystem consists of a tuSS cartridge tape driver acid a 

u^cwriter terminal. Options include a floating-point accelerator, extended-range 

floating-point microcode, additional memory modules of one Mbyte each (up to 

a total of eight Mbytes), and memory battery backup. 

Along with its clustering capabilities, gate array logic efficiency and compact size ■ 
make the vax-1 1/750 a natural choice for department-level applications in large 

organizations or demanding central-level applications in smaller Organizations. 

At John Fluke Maim factvritig Company, 

leading manujoeturers ofelectronic test and 

measurement devices, VAX computers con* 

turl users at the desk, department, and data 

center levels} providing them with up-to- 

date information - through shared access 

to data. 
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■ VAX-11/780: High-powered Performance and Capacity, 

The architectural model for the entire vax family, tine vax-1 I /7MU users proven 

Schortky ttl technology to give you the performance and overall system power 

you need for your most demanding applications. Jt can support up to 100 inter¬ 

active users. 

The basic system consist? of the v ax-11/780cfup two Mbytes of memory, a 

UN!bus expansion cabinet, and the vms operating system- With System Building 
blocks, you choose from mass storage, communications, and console terminal 

menus to configure the vax-11/780 to your specifications. Options for the VAX- 
13/7SO processor include a floating-point accelerator, extended-range G and i 1 

floating-point microcoria a writable umrrol store and rniernpmgoTimiiiig tools, 

up to 32 Mbytes of memory; and memory battery backup. There's also an up¬ 

grade kat that will upgrade your existing VAX-1 1/780 to a VAx-11/785. 

The members of the vax-1 1/780 series-vax-1 1/780* vax-1 1/782, and vax-1 1/785 - 

share several bey design features. Completely open-ended* they support the wid¬ 

est range of peripheral products of any VAX family member. This richness of 

peripherals makes these systems extremely versatile. All series members offer the 

choice of ci, masssus, and unibus communication interfaces. System building 

Blocks allow you to add the options and peripherals yon need. 

Built for large or complex operations, they arc typically found in research* 

government, manufacturing, universitiesh banks, and other environments that 

require continuous processing oflarge programs under heavy use. With the 

Digital Storage Architecture, you have the advantages of advanced storage sys¬ 

tem design. Our mass storage controllers monitor and control t he acti vities of 

a number of storage devices, freeing the Cpu for your must critical needs. 

As part of a local area network or the beginning of or addition to your VAXcluster 

system, vax-1 1/7&0 series processors can serve as hosts in distributed processing 

networks or can offload interactive timesharing operations like program devel¬ 

opment from larger systems. As stand-alone systems or as part of your vAxrlus- 

ter, processors in the vax-11/780 series give you the high performance you need 

for data center processing. A aid, of course, they can be linked to the other vax 

systems in your local or wide-area network so that data can be accessed and 

shared by users throughout your organization. 
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■ VAX-11/782 Attached Processor: Top Performance for 

Mulfistream Applies!ions, 

I he vax- 11/782 system has the power to rim many large computational jobs 

concurrently and still provide good response to your terminal users. It consists of 

two VAX-11 /780 processors linked through ma780 shared ttiertiGry. All peripheral 

devices connect to the primary processor* while the attached c?u provides addi¬ 

tional computational resources. The processors share one cop y of the V MS operat¬ 

ing system. Users* therefore, perceive only a single processor. Hie assignment of 

tasks to a processor by die vms scheduler is completely transparent* so program¬ 

mers can concentrate on their programs, not on where they're being run. 

II you already own a vax-1 1/780 you can easily upgrade it to a vax-11/782 at any 

time. Add the floating-point accelerator, extended-range floating-point micro¬ 

code, and up to eight Mbytes of memory as needed. 

The advantages to technical, commercial, and OEM users arc significant Their 

largest programs can run on the system concurrently with interactive users. 

Applications include financial modeling, experimental data reduction* filet mis¬ 

ter, electronic and mechanical design using interactive graphics* and business 
forecasting., 

■ VAX-U/7S5: Incrc-Hscd Performance Through Advanced Circuit Design, 

The added performance and variety of VAX-11/7S5 configurations make it a 

choice tor more demanding applications. Serving more than 100 users,, the v ax- 

11 .^785 can act as the host tor your office network, as a member of a VAXcluster, or 

as a powerful 32-bit stand-alone processor. 

The vax-] 3/785 increases the performance of the VAX-11/780 through advances in 

circuit design. These advances speed data flow through the processor, improving 

response time for realtime and office information applications, and increasing 

the capacity for computation in compute-bound applications. In commercial 

timesharing applications you can add more users. 

Floating-point G and 1J data types and writaEde control store are standard on the 

VAX-11/785 system. As an option, add the floating-point accelerator for greater 

performance in numeric-intensive environments. 

The 32-Kbyte cache memory holds more data and is updated less frequently than 

the cache in other processors, adding to the performance advantage. The large 

cache size benefits users running applications such as cad/cam and simulation 

where programs contain many complex subroutines. 





“i rjipfen Fluke, engineers at CAD u-wfc- 

uiions mate designs which are then con- 

:: "rj i ll into patterns for printed circuit 

- \ard$. The VA X $600 has the power to 

JiertmT by a factor of jour, the amvcrskm 

.'film design into the printed circuit laytmt 

Configuring your vax 86GQ into a VAxdusscr gives those who need it access to 

your data* protects valuable data because you have access through several pro¬ 

cessors, and provides you with the highest-pcrformariCc VAX available. With the 

Terminal Server in the VAXcluster cnvironiocnth a user can continue working on 

a.second processor if otic processor becomes unavailable. With a single key¬ 

stroke, work can be continued on a second VAX that offers the same service, so 

that users don't lose any time. New methods of error logging, analysis, and 

recovery, formerly used only in much larger machines, have been built into the 

VAX 8600. This is especially important when several systems support your organ¬ 

ization, as in a VAXcluster configuration. 

The vax BMW) CPU also features an optional floating-point accelerator and 

memory that can be increased to 32 Mbytes without an expansion cabinet. The 

Synchronous Backplane Interconnect (ski) connects the processor tothcr/o 

adapters, [ he flexible interconnect structure (with one standard and one op¬ 

tional sbi) allows the choice of a, unibu$t or mAssbus adapter products. 

Like the members of the VAX-11/780 series, vax @600 can function compatibly 

with other processors that you may already own. DigitalsDBCnct networking 

software not only links Digital systems through Ethernet, leased lines* standard 

telephone lines, and public wide area networks, but the nECnct/sNA gateway 

enables connection with systems in an ib.u $na environment, as well. 

Now, stay in the vax/vms environment* even when running the large programs 

that always had to be transported to large scale systems. Your programmers 

won't lose rime rewriting code or adding special instructions for another ven¬ 

dors system. Watch your computing strategy pay off when all users access the 

same databases, know the same operating system* and use the same effective and 

efficient networking and storage architectures ofvAx/vMS systems. 

■ VAX 8600: Now^the VAX/VMS Environment For 

Your Large Applications. 

In our largest single-processor vax, supporting several hundred users, we've 

used advanced technology to improve performance and reliability while retain¬ 

ing a small cabinet size. The vax 8600 system uses advanced internal processor 

structures, previously found only in mainframe-class systems, to overlap proc¬ 

essing of up to four instructions simultaneously. The result is a system with 

up to 4.2 times the performance of the VAX-! 1/780. 
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Systems You Can Count On. 
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vax systems arc as notable for their dependability as they arc for their perfor¬ 

mance and programming convenience. But beyond reliable execution, they are 

easy to maintain. Every vax system, supports system safeguards and user pro¬ 

tections. For instance* vms records critical system information redundantly. 

Tl performs continuous consistency checks On Control information and parity 

checks on hardware components. Its dynamic bad-block handling prevents cor¬ 

rupted memory or disk areas from being i^ed. And error-correcting code (ecc) 

automatically corrects singlo-bit errors and detects multiple-bit errors. 

p VAX Systems Provide Continuous Service—Even When They Yc 

Performing Diagnostics, 

Many computer systems can’t execute diagnostics simultaneously with user 

jobs, so preventive maintenance operations-and repairs-often mean costly 

system downtime. VAX/VMS systems arc different. Many of the vax hardware 

diagnostics run Concurrently with normal processing. You can check system 

reliability without disturbing your users. And even when you have to service 

individual components, VAX systems don't have to stop running. The VMS 

operating system can usually bypass components that are down. 

* Product Reliability Keeps System Maintenance Costs Low* 

Preventive maintenance is an integral part of every operation. At Digital we've 

worked hard to trim your ongoing maintenance costs and repair time, to keep 

the total cost of owning vax systems low. 

For the vax-11/725 and vax-1 1/730, we developed aistomer-ruimable diagnos¬ 

tics. They're SO easy tu use even nontechnical people can isolate a failing com¬ 

ponent, So before you place a call to Digital for service, you Can determine if a 

problem exists and isolate the hardware that curds service in a few minutes 

of testing. 

All vax systems can be diagnosed remotely. For the vax-1 1/725 and vax-11/730 

we use this technology to provide remote support. With the remote support 

option our service engineers can access additional technical resources from your 

location to make quicker repairs. 

For the larger systems in the VAX family, we offer remote diagnosis as the pri¬ 

mary service tool. If you can't solve a problem yourself dial the nearest Digital 

Diagnosis Center, set your console switch to “remote," and let our experts per¬ 

form online diagnostics. With your permission, we can examine your error-log 

file, run additional tests, and help pinpoint your problems. 

Wnh customer-runnable diagnostics and remote support on the VAX-11/725 and 

VAX-11/730 and remote diagnosis on the larger systems. Digital's service special¬ 

ists can usually come to your site knowing the cause and the solution ahead of 

time-and with the right parts in band. We emphasize fast and easy maintenance, 

so your emphasis can be on getting lull use of YOU r system. 
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When your system is detivmd, a Field 
Service representative will install the 
system , run verijkaticn tests, and show 
you haw it works. 

■ Support Is There, When and Where You Need It. 

When your system is delivered, a Field Service representative will install the sys¬ 
tem, ran verification tests, and show you how it works. For your conveniejnce, 
we offer several hardware maintenance contracts, The right one for yon depends 
or your location, usage requirements, and expertise. You also have the option of 
taking the faulty component to a Digital Carry-In Service Center or mailing it to 
a Module Repair Center for replacement by return mail. 

Our Software Services organization helps you choose and install software and 
provides warranty support that includes updates, documentation, and telephone 
and onsite support. Extended services and a complete range of project manage¬ 
ment and applications consulting services are available through agreements that 
meet individual requirements. 

We also offer all Digital customers formal systems training. Our Educational 
Services group develops convenient self-paced instruction packages and coordi¬ 
nates ,1 worldwide staff of instructors who teach regularly scheduled courses. 
Also available are computer-based instruction courses so chat you can learn by 
using your new Digital equipment, at your convenience, at your speed. Our 
curriculum of hardware ;md software courses spans introductory concepts to 
technical details. These can be tailored to your requirements and even presented 
at your place of business. 

Our Computer Special Systems group, css, develops custom hardware, 
software, or complete turnkey solutions. Their services include designing 
special inter faces and high-performance peripherals and offering project- 
management advice. 

One more wray we can help you is through DECUSh the nonprofit Digital Equip¬ 
ment Computer Users Society. Although decus is supported in part by Digital, 
it's actually controlled by people who own and use our computers. Organized 
for the exchange of information and the discussion of common interests, decus 
sponsors local, national, and international meetings and publishes its own 
newsletter. Especially valuable is the extensive library of customer-contributed 
programs that DECUS maintains. When you become a member, all of them 
arc available for little more than the cost of the media. 

■ Consider What VAX Systems Can Do for You Now-and in the 

Years Ahead. 

You can learn more about VAX systems by asking your Digital sales representa¬ 
tive for more information. Also usk for One or more of the following publications: 
VA X Architecture Handbook, TAX Software Handbook, VA X Hardware Handbook, 
VAX Systems and Options Catalog, VAX Software Swrte Book. 
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The information in this dacnimrti is subject 

IO change without notice and should not 

be construed if i commitment by Digital 

Equipment Corporation. Digital Equipment 
Corporation assumes no responsibility for 

any errors that may appear in this document. 

The following are trademarks of Digital 

Equipment, Corporation: AJ.UIN-1, data- 

IIIGVi, ofc, nrcigraph, OECnet, DBCilide, 

□ECUS, DIBOL. the Digital logo, rMS, MASSE b’S, 

em^ultalx-12, UNlBLiS, vax, VAxduster, 

VAXEL-Nh VMS, vr. 

ism, is a trademark of the SnK'niayonal 

Business Machines Corporation., 

UNIX is a trademark of at&t Bell 
Lib ora tones. 
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